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In Tags We Trust
[Trust modeling in social tagging of multimedia content]

T

agging in online social networks is very popular
these days, as it facilitates search and retrieval of
multimedia content. However, noisy and spam
annotations often make it difficult to perform an
efficient search. Users may make mistakes in tagging and irrelevant tags and content may be maliciously added
for advertisement or self-promotion. This article surveys
recent advances in techniques for combatting such noise and
spam in social tagging. We classify the state-of-the-art
approaches into a few categories and study representative
examples in each. We also qualitatively compare and contrast
them and outline open issues for future research.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
Social networks and multimedia content sharing Web sites
have become increasingly popular in recent years. Their service typically focuses on building online communities of people who share interests and activities, or are interested in
exploring the interests and activities of others. At the same
time, they have become a popular way to share and disseminate information. For example, users upload their personal
photos and share them through online communities, letting
other people comment or rate them. This trend has resulted
in a continuously growing volume of publicly available multimedia content on content sharing Web sites like Flickr [33],
Picasa [34], and YouTube [35] as well as social networks like
Facebook [36], which have created new challenges for access,
search, and retrieval of the shared content. For instance,
Flickr has hosted more than 6 billion photos since August
2011 [1], and Facebook has approximately 100 billion photos
stored on its servers [48]. Every minute, 48 h of video are
uploaded to YouTube [49], and 20 million videos are uploaded
to Facebook every month [2].
Tagging is one of the popular methods to manage a large
volume of multimedia content. It is a process by which
users assign short textual annotations to the content (in

the form of keywords) to describe content and to provide
additional information to other users who are interested in
that content. Tags, when combined with search technologies, are essential in resolving user queries targeting shared
content. The success of social networks such as Flickr,
YouTube, Delicious [37], and Facebook proves that users
are willing to provide tags through manual annotations.
Different users who annotate the same multimedia content
can provide different annotations, which enrich information about that content.
The entities (or objects) that make up the model of a social
tagging system [3] are shown in Figure 1. The model consists
of users who interact with the system, content (resources
or documents) that might be any piece of information
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ers and humans apart”) or
(e.g., photos, videos, textual
ONE IMPORTANT CHALLENGE IN
reCAPTCHA [8]] or through
documents, or Web pages), and
TAGGING IS TO IDENTIFY THE MOST
usage limits (such as tagging
t ags t hat are descriptions
APPROPRIATE TAGS FOR GIVEN
quota, e.g., Flickr introduced a
attached to content by users.
CONTENT, AND AT THE SAME TIME,
limit of 75 tags per photo [9]).
The action of associating a tag
TO ELIMINATE NOISY OR SPAM TAGS.
Detection approaches identify
to a content by a user is usually
likely spams either manually or
referred to as tag assignment
automatically by making use of, for example, machine learn[4]. Depending on the system under consideration, a user can
ing (such as text classification) or statistical analysis (such as
assign one or several tags to each content.
link analysis), and then deleting the spam content or visibly
One important challenge in tagging is to identify the most
marking it as hidden to users. Finally, demotion-based
appropriate tags for given content, and at the same time, to
approaches reduce the prominence of content likely to be
eliminate noisy or spam tags. The shared content is sometimes
spam. For instance, rank-based methods produce ordering of
assigned with inappropriate tags for several reasons. First of all,
a system’s content, tags or users based on their trust scores.
users are human beings and may commit mistakes. Moreover, it
The prevention-based approaches can be considered as a type
is possible to provide wrong tags on purpose for advertisement,
of precaution to prevent spammers. However, they cannot
self-promotion, or to increase the rank of a particular tag in
automatic search engines. Consequently, assigning free-form
keywords (tags) to multimedia content has a risk that wrong or
irrelevant tags eventually prevent users from the benefits of
annotated content. Kennedy et al. [5] analyzed the Flickr Web
site and revealed that the tags provided by users are often imprecise and only around 50% of tags are truly related to an image.
Beside the tag-content association, spam objects can take other
forms, i.e., possibly manifesting as a spam content or a spam
user (spammer). Figure 2 shows examples of imprecise or spam
tags and content on two popular social tagging systems.
To reduce or eliminate spams, various antispam methods
have been proposed in the state-of-the-art research. Heymann
et al. [6] classified antispam strategies into three categories:
prevention, detection, and demotion. Prevention-based
approaches aim at making it difficult for spam content to contribute to social tagging systems by restricting certain access
types through interfaces [such as CAPTCHA [7] (which stands
for “completely automated public Turing test to tell comput(a)

Users

Tags

(b)

Content
[FIG1] General model of a social tagging system is represented
as a tripartite graph structure that includes three kinds of nodes
(objects): users, content, and tags. An edge linking a user, a tag,
and a content represents a tag assignment.

[FIG2] Examples of imprecise or spam tags and content on
popular social tagging systems: (a) wrong tags in Flickr—only a
few tags in the list are related to the image, while the rest is
irrelevant (e.g., yellow, love, doggy) and (b) spam bookmarks in
Delicious—all bookmarks are seeded by the same account and
tagged by the same users.
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sures developed for e-mail and
completely secure a social tagTRUST-BASED SCHEMES CAN BE
Web spam do not directly apply
ging system. Some studies, e.g.,
USED TO MOTIVATE USERS
to social networks [6].
[10], showed that CAPTCHA
TO POSITIVELY CONTRIBUTE TO SOCIAL
In a social tagging system,
systems can be defeated by
NETWORK SYSTEMS AND/OR PENALIZE
spam or noise can be injected at
computers with around 90%
ADVERSARIES WHO TRY TO DISRUPT
three different levels: spam conaccuracy, using, for example,
THE SYSTEM.
tent, spam tag-content associaoptical character recognition or
tion, and spammer [18]. Trust
shape context matching. Even if
modeling can be performed at each level separately (e.g.,
prevention methods were perfect, there would be still
[18]) or different levels can be considered jointly to produce
possibility that the social systems get polluted with spam
trust models, for example, to assess a user’s reliability, one
(malicious) or irrelevant tags. Therefore, detection and democan consider not only the user profile, but also the content
tion via trust modeling are required to keep a system free of
that the user uploaded to a social system (e.g., [19]). In this
noise and spam.
article, we categorize trust modeling approaches into two
Trust provides a natural security policy stipulating that
classes according to the target of trust, i.e., user and content
users or content with low trust values should be investigated or
trust modeling (shown in Figure 3). Table 1 summarizes repeliminated. Trust can predict the future behavior of users to
resentative recent approaches for trust modeling in social
avoid undesirable influences of untrustworthy users. Trusttagging. Presented approaches are sorted based on their combased schemes can be used to motivate users to positively conplexity from simple to advanced, separately for both content
tribute to social network systems and/or penalize adversaries
and user trust models.
who try to disrupt the system. The distribution of the trust values of the users or content in a social network can be used to
CONTENT TRUST MODELING
represent the health of that network.
Content trust modeling is used to classify content (e.g., Web
pages, images, and videos) as spam or legitimate. In this case,
TRUST MODELING
the target of trust is a content (resource), and thus a trust score
When information is exchanged on the Internet, malicious
is given to each content based on its content and/or associated
individuals are everywhere, trying to take advantage of the
tags. Content trust models reduce the prominence of content
information exchange structure for their own benefit, while
likely to be spam, usually in query-based retrieval results. They
bothering and spamming others. Before social tagging became
try to provide better ordering of the results to reduce the expopopular, spam content was observed in various domains: first
sure of the spam to users. Koutrika et al. [20] proposed that
in e-mail (e.g., [11]), and then in Web search (e.g., [12]). Peereach incorrect content found in a system could be simply
to-peer (P2P) networks have been also influenced by malicious
removed by an administrator. The administrator can go a step
peers, and thus various solutions based on trust and reputation
further and remove all content contributed by the user who
have been proposed, which dealt with collecting information
posted the incorrect content, on the assumption that this user
on peer behavior, scoring and ranking peers, and responding
is a spammer (polluter).
based on the scores [13]. Today, even blogs are spammed [14].
Approaches for content trust modeling utilize features
Ratings in online reputation systems, such as eBay [38],
extracted from content information, users’ profiles and/or assoAmazon [39], and Epinions [40], are very similar to tagging
ciated tags to detect specific spam content. Gyongyi et al. [21]
systems and they may face the problem of unfair ratings by
proposed an algorithm called TrustRank to semiautomatically
artificially inflating or deflating reputations [15]. Several filterseparate reputable from spam Web pages. TrustRank relies on
ing techniques for excluding unfair ratings are proposed in the
an important empirical observation called approximate isolaliterature (e.g., [16] and [17]). Unfortunately, the countermeation of the good set: good pages seldom point to bad ones. It
starts from a set of seeds selected as highly qualified, credible,
and popular Web pages in the Web graph, and then iteratively
propagate trust scores to all nodes in the graph by splitting the
Trust Models
trust score of a node among its neighbors according to a
weighting scheme. TrustRank effectively removes most of the
Content Trust
User Trust
spam from the top-scored Web pages, however it is unable to
effectively separate low-scored good sites from bad ones, due to
the lack of distinguishing features. In search engines,
Static Trust
Dynamic Trust
TrustRank can be used either solely to filter search results, or
in combination with PageRank and other metrics to rank con[FIG3] Categorization of trust models surveyed in this article.
tent in search results.
Based on the target of trust, one can distinguish between a user
Heymann et al. [6] and Koutrika et al. [20] were the first to
and a content trust modeling. Further, user trust models can be
explicitly
discuss methods of tackling spamming activities in
divided into static and dynamic models.
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Wu et al. [22] proposed a
social tagging systems. They
TAGS, WHEN COMBINED WITH
computer vision-based techstudied the impact of spamming
SEARCH TECHNOLOGIES, ARE
nique that discriminates spam
through a framework for modelESSENTIAL IN RESOLVING
images from legitimate ones.
ing social tagging systems and
USER QUERIES TARGETING
By assuming that images conuser tagging behavior. They proSHARED CONTENT.
taining text are likely to be
posed a method for ranking conspam (e.g., banners), they identent matching a tag based on
tified a number of useful low-level image features detecting
taggers’ reliability. Their coincidence-based model for
embedded text and computer-generated graphics. Then, patquery-by-tag search estimates the level of agreement among
tern classification using support vector machines (SVMs) was
different users in the system for a given tag. A content is ranked
performed to classify spam and nonspam images. Although
high if it is tagged correctly by many reliable users. A user is
they reported a high detection rate with a low false positive
more reliable if his/her tags more often coincide with other
rate, this approach has limitations in that the discriminant
users’ tags [6]. It was shown that spam in tag search results
capability of the used features may be limited and, moreover,
using the coincidence-based model is ranked lower than in
the assumption that images containing text or computerresults generated by, e.g., a traditional occurance-based model,
generated images are likely to be spam may not be true in
where content is ranked based on the number of posts that
some cases.
associate the content to the query tag.

[TABLE 1] SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIVE RECENT TECHNIQUES FOR COMBATTING NOISE
AND SPAM IN SOCIAL TAGGING SYSTEMS.
REFERENCE

TRUST MODEL

MEDIA

METHOD

DATA SET

GYONGYI ET AL. [21]

CONTENT

WEB PAGES

AN ITERATIVE APPROACH, CALLED TRUSTRANK, TO
PROPAGATE TRUST SCORES TO ALL NODES IN THE GRAPH
BY SPLITTING THE TRUST SCORE OF A NODE AMONG ITS
NEIGHBORS ACCORDING TO A WEIGHTING SCHEME

ALTAVISTA, REAL

KOUTRIKA ET AL. [20]

CONTENT

BOOKMARKS

A COINCIDENCE-BASED MODEL FOR QUERY-BY-TAG SEARCH
WHICH ESTIMATES THE LEVEL OF AGREEMENT AMONG
DIFFERENT USERS IN THE SYSTEM FOR A GIVEN TAG

DELICIOUS, REAL
AND SIMULATED

WU ET AL. [22]

CONTENT

IMAGES

A COMPUTER VISION TECHNIQUE BASED ON LOW-LEVEL
IMAGE FEATURES TO DETECT EMBEDDED TEXT AND
COMPUTER-GENERATED GRAPHICS

SPAMARCHIVE
AND LING-SPAM,
REAL

LIU ET AL. [4]

CONTENT AND USER

BOOKMARKS

AN ITERATIVE APPROACH TO IDENTIFY SPAM CONTENT
BY ITS INFORMATION VALUE EXTRACTED FROM THE
COLLABORATIVE KNOWLEDGE

DELICIOUS, REAL

BOGERS AND VAN DEN
BOSCH [23]

CONTENT AND USER

BOOKMARKS

KL-DIVERGENCE TO MEASURE THE SIMILARITY BETWEEN
LANGUAGE MODELS AND NEW POSTS

BIBSONOMY AND
CITEULIKE, REAL

IVANOV ET AL. [24]

USER

IMAGES

AN APPROACH BASED ON THE FEEDBACK FROM OTHER
USERS WHO AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH A TAG ASSOCIATED
WITH AN IMAGE

PANORAMIO,
REAL

XU ET AL. [25]

USER

BOOKMARKS

AN ITERATIVE APPROACH TO COMPUTE THE GOODNESS
OF EACH TAG WITH RESPECT TO A CONTENT AND THE
AUTHORITY SCORES OF THE USERS

MYWEB 2.0, REAL

KRESTEL AND CHEN [26]

USER

BOOKMARKS

A TRUSTRANK-BASED APPROACH USING FEATURES WHICH
MODEL TAG CO-OCCURANCE, CONTENT CO-OCCURANCE
AND CO-OCCURANCE OF TAG-CONTENT

BIBSONOMY, REAL

BENEVENUTO ET AL. [27]

USER

VIDEOS

A SUPERVISED LEARNING APPROACH APPLIED ON FEATURES
THAT REFLECT USERS BEHAVIOR THROUGH VIDEO RESPONSES

YOUTUBE, REAL

LEE ET AL. [28]

USER

TWEETS

A MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH APPLIED ON SOCIAL
HONEYPOTS INCLUDING USERS’ PROFILE AND
TWEETS’ FEATURES

TWITTER, REAL
AND SIMULATED

KRAUSE ET AL. [19]

USER

BOOKMARKS

A MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH APPLIED ON A USER’S
PROFILE, BOOKMARKING ACTIVITY AND CONTEXT OF TAGS
FEATURES

BIBSONOMY, REAL

MARKINES ET AL. [18]

USER

BOOKMARKS

A MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH APPLIED ON TAG-,
CONTENT- AND USER-BASED FEATURES

BIBSONOMY, REAL

NOLL ET AL. [29]

USER

BOOKMARKS

AN ITERATIVE GRAPH-BASED ALGORITHM, CALLED SPEAR,
TO COMPUTE THE EXPERTISE SCORE OF A USER AND THE
QUALITY SCORE OF A CONTENT CONSIDERING THE TIME
OF TAGGING

DELICIOUS, REAL
AND SIMULATED

CAVERLEE ET AL. [30]

USER

USER PROFILES

AN APPROACH TO COMPUTE A DYNAMIC TRUST SCORE,
CALLED SOCIALTRUST, DEPENDING ON THE QUALITY OF THE
RELATIONSHIP AND PERSONALIZED FEEDBACK RATINGS
RECEIVED FROM NEIGHBORS IN A SOCIAL GRAPH

MYSPACE, REAL
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BibSonomy. They investigated
Bogers and Van den Bosch
MOST OF USER TRUST MODELING
features considering informa[23] used language models
TECHNIQUES USE MACHINE
tion about a user’s profile
based on features such as title,
LEARNING APPROACHES APPLIED
(e.g., number of digits in the
description, tags, and URL of
TO FEATURES SPECIFIC TO CONSIDERED
username and the e-mail
posts, to automatically detect
SOCIAL NETWORK DOMAINS.
address), location (e.g., numspam content in social bookber of spam users with the
marking systems such as
same IP), bookmarking activity (e.g., number of tags per
BibSonomy [41] and CiteULike [42]. Their method is based
post), and context of tags (e.g., user co-occurrences with
on the intuitive notion that different users (legitimate users
spammers related to tags, content and tag-content pairs).
versus spammers) tend to use different language when postBy making use of these features and SVM or naive Bayes
ing. To detect spam content, they learned a language model
classifier, they were able to distinguish legitimate users
for each post and then measured its similarity to the incomfrom malicious ones. It was found that the co-occurrence
ing posts by making use of Kullback-Leiber (KL) diverfeatures describing the usage of a similar vocabulary and
gence. The spam status of the content in a new post takes
content usage are the most promising.
the status of the most similar language model.
The recent approach by Lee et al. [28] uses social honeyFurthermore, all posts uploaded by a user are collated
pots for uncovering spammers in Twitter [43]. Social honeytogether to construct a language model of the user profile.
pots are system resources that monitor spammers’ behaviors
Grouping posts of one user to form large document that can
and log their information (e.g., their profiles and content crebe considered as the user profile makes the spam detection
ated by them). Lee et al. examined different users’ profile feareliable, as shown in [23].
tures (e.g., longevity of their accounts, the ratio of the number
Liu et al. [4] proposed a simple but effective approach for
of followings and the number of followers) and features
detecting spam content in Delicious, by harvesting the wisdom
extracted from tweets (e.g., the number of URLs and @userof crowds. An information value of a content is defined as the
names), and found that a majority of spammers post a series of
average number of times that each tag of the content is
nearly identical tweets just by changing @username or @replies,
assigned by different users. A low information value of a conand also post tweets with URLs. Therefore, text-based features
tent indicates a divergence from crowds, which can be considextracted from tweets and the ratio of the number of URLs in
ered as a spam content. Furthermore, this method was
recently posted top 20 tweets among a user’s tweets showed
extended to user trust modeling by aggregating the informathe best discrimination power in detecting spammers. On the
tion values for each user.
other hand, when this approach is applied over a large collecAlthough the aforementioned content trust modeling methtion of profiles and tweets, the results are significantly worse
ods have shown to be effective in combating spam, the “subjecthan what was observed over the small data set of controlled
tivity” in classifying spam and nonspam content remains as a
data, because of the mismatch due to the time difference
fundamental issue, i.e., what is spam content to one user may
between the harvested social honeypots and the large data set
be interesting to another, and vice versa [18].
of Twitter profiles and tweets used for test.
Benevenuto et al. [27] proposed various features for detectUSER TRUST MODELING
ing spammers and promoters in the user feedback of YouTube
In user trust modeling, trust is given to each user based on
videos. Spammers were defined as users who post an unrelated
the information extracted from a user’s account, his/her
video as response to a popular one (e.g., pornographic content
interaction with other participants within the social network,
posted as response to a cartoon video), aiming at increasing
and/or the relationship between the content and tags that the
the likelihood of the response being viewed by a larger number
user contributed to the social tagging system. Given a user
of users. On the other hand, promoters are those who try to
trust score, the user might be flagged as a legitimate user or
gain visibility of a specific video by posting a large number of
spammer.
(potentially unrelated) responses to boost the rank of the
User trust can be established in a centralized or distributed
responded video (e.g., a sequence of 100 unrelated video
manner [15]. In centralized trust systems, users’ trust models
responses to a single video, often with very short durations),
are maintained by one central authority, i.e., manager, while in
making it appear in the top of the lists in the system. In this
distributed trust systems each user maintains his/her own trust
approach, they considered features that reflect users’ behavior
manager based on the previous interactions with other users.
through video responses, such as video attributes (e.g., duraDistributed trust models are mainly used in P2P networks [15],
tion, number of views, ratings, number of times the video was
while social networks usually use centralized systems (e.g., [18],
selected as favorite), user attributes (e.g., number of friends,
[27], [24], and [30]).
number of videos uploaded, number of videos watched, numMost of user trust modeling techniques use machine
bers of video responses posted and received) and social netlearning approaches applied to features specific to considwork attributes (e.g., UserRank). A nonlinear SVM classifier
ered social network domains. Krause et al. [19] employed a
was then applied on these features to classify users into three
machine learning approach to identify spammers in
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spam scores for all users. This
classes: legitimate users, spamIT IS NOTICEABLE THAT USER TRUST
approach is more sophisticated
mers and promoters. It was
MODELING IS MORE POPULAR THAN
than the approach in [25] in that
shown that this approach is able
CONTENT TRUST MODELING.
multiple relationships, such as
to correctly identify majority of
tag cooccurance, content copromoters, while misclassifying
occurance and tag-content cooccurance, can be taken into
only a small percentage of legitimate users. Distinguishing
account, rather than considering only the tag-content pairs
spammers was much harder, because legitimate users also
shared by users.
post video responses to popular videos, which is a typical
The aforementioned studies consider users’ reliability as
behavior of spammers.
static at a specific moment. However, a user’s trust in a
Markines et al. [18] proposed six different tag-, contentsocial tagging system is dynamic, i.e., it changes over time.
and user-based features for automatic detection of spammers
The tagging history of a user is better to consider, because a
in BibSonomy. First, tag- and content-based features are averconsistent good behavior of a user in the past can suddenly
aged across each user’s posts, then combined with user-based
change by a few mistakes, which consequently ruins his/her
features, and finally fed into a supervised learning algorithm
trust in tagging.
(such as LogitBoost or AdaBoost) to discriminate spammers
Noll et al. [29] introduced the time of tagging as an addifrom legitimate users. It was shown that TagSpam feature
tional dimension for assessing the trust of a user in Delicious.
(probability that a particular tag is used to spam, aggregated
They proposed a graph-based algorithm, called spammingacross all tags assigned to a content) is the best predictor of
resistant expertise analysis and ranking (SPEAR). It computes
spammers among all other features, because spammers tend
the expertise score of a user and the quality score of a content
to use certain “suspect” tags more than legitimate users. The
which are dependent on each other. The time of tagging is
DomFp feature (likelihood that a content is spam based on its
considered so that the earlier a user tags a content, the more
structure) also appeared important but may not be available
expertise score he/she receives. These two scores are calculatsince it relies on an infrastructure to enable access to the coned iteratively in a similar way to that of the HITS algorithm. It
tent, and therefore its feasibility depends on the circumstances
was shown that SPEAR produces better ranking of users than
of a particular social tagging system.
the HITS method. SPEAR was able to demote different types of
Recently, Ivanov et al. [24] explored features extracted from
spammers (flooders, promoters, and trojans [29]) and remove
the knowledge accumulated in photo sharing social networks
them from the top of the ranking.
such as Panoramio [44]. They proposed an approach to model
Caverlee et al. [30] proposed the use of users’ behavior
the user trust by making use of the feedback from other users
and feedback for dynamic trust establishment in MySpace
who agree or disagree with a tag associated with an image. The
[45]. A dynamic trust score, called SocialTrust, is derived for
more disagreement a user has, the more distrusted he/she is.
each user. It depends on the quality of the relationship with
Therefore, a user’s trust score is calculated as the ratio between
his/her neighbors in a social graph and personalized feedback
the number of correctly tagged images and the number of all
ratings received from neighbors so that trust scores are
images tagged by that user. Further, they introduced user trust
updated as the social network evolves. The dynamics of the
modeling in the framework of a geotag propagation system,
system is modeled by including the evolution of the user’s
which will be described in the section “Illustrative System,” and
trust score to incent long-term good behavior and to penalize
showed that by considering a simple user trust model the accuusers who build up a good trust rating and suddenly “defect.”
racy of the geotag propagation system could be considerably
It was shown that SocialTrust is resilient to the increase in
improved.
number of malicious users, since the highly trusted users
Xu et al. [25] introduced the concept of “authority” in social
manage to keep them under control thanks to the trustbookmarking systems, where they measured the goodness of
aware feedback scheme introduced in this approach. It was
each tag with respect to a content by the sum of the authority
also shown that SocialTrust outperforms TrustRank-based
scores of the users who have assigned the tag to the content.
models, because SocialTrust model incorporates relationship
Authority scores and goodness are iteratively updated by using
quality and feedback ratings into the trust assessment so that
hyperlink-induced topic search (HITS), which was initially used
bad behavior is punished.
to rank Web pages based on their linkage on the Web [31]. In
It is noticeable that user trust modeling is more popular
contrast, Krestel and Chen [26] iteratively updated scores for
than content trust modeling. One reason of this is that the forusers only. They proposed to use a spam score propagation techmer has a less complexity when compared to the latter, i.e., the
nique to propagate trust scores through a social graph, similar
number of models required is usually much larger in content
to that shown in Figure 1, where edges between nodes (in this
trust modeling. The other reason is that user trust models can
case, users) indicate the number of common tags supplied by
quickly adapt to the constantly evolving and changing environusers, common content annotated by users and/or common tagment in social systems due to the type of features used for modcontent pairs used by users. Starting from a manually assessed
eling, and thus be applicable longer than content trust models,
set of nodes labeled as spammers or legitimate users with the
without need for creation of new models. On the other hand,
initial spam scores, a TrustRank metric is used to calculate
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lowed by Benevenuto et al. [27],
user trust modeling has a disadDATA SETS USED FOR DEVELOPMENT
who crawled a large-scale data
vantage of “broad brush,” i.e., it
AND EVALUATION OF TRUST MODELING
set from YouTube containing
may be excessively strict if a user
TECHNIQUES HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF
more than 260,000 users and 1
happens to post one bit of quesDIVERSITY IN TERMS OF CONTENT,
million videos. Caverlee et al.
tionable content on otherwise
NUMBERS OF RESOURCES, TAGS AND
[30] crawled 892,000 user prolegitimate content. The trustUSERS, AND TYPE OF SPAM.
files and around 20 million relaworthiness of a user is often
tionship links from MySpace.
judged based on the content that
Not all data sets for trust modeling have large-scale data. For
the user uploaded to a social system, and thus “subjectivity” in
example, Ivanov et al. [24] argued that their approach requires a
discriminating spammers from legitimate users remains an
small number of images to learn models for geotag propagation
issue for user trust modeling as in content trust modeling.
with user trust modeling, and they evaluated their approach on
a data set of 1,320 images of famous landmarks downloaded
EVALUATION
from Google Images [46], Flickr, and Wikipedia [47], and 44
users who annotated images.
DATA SET
Koutrika et al. [20] performed a variety of evaluations of
Data sets used for development and evaluation of trust modeltheir trust model on controlled (simulated) data set by popuing techniques have a wide range of diversity in terms of conlating a tagging system with different user tagging behavior
tent, numbers of resources, tags and users, and type of spam.
models, including a good user, bad user, targeted attack
Social bookmarking is the most popularly explored domain
model, and several other models. Using controlled data, interfor trust modeling, especially user trust modeling, as shown in
esting scenarios that are not covered by real-world data could
Table 1.
be explored.
Some researchers dealing with bookmarks used a public
Most of the data sets are not publicly available, except data
data set released by BibSonomy as a part of the ECML PKDD
sets in [22] and [32].
Discovery Challenge 2008 on Spam Detection in Social
Bookmarking Systems [32]. This data set consists of around
PERFORMANCE METRICS
2,400 legitimate users and more than 29,000 spammers, which
Trust modeling can be formulated as either a classification
were manually labeled as spammers and nonspammers, and in
problem or a ranking problem, depending on the way of
all their posts. Data provided in this data set can serve for the
treatment.
evaluation of both user (e.g., [18], [23], and [26]) and content
In the classification problem, the results of an algorithm
trust models (e.g., [23]). However, the skewness is present in
can be summarized by a confusion matrix from ground-truth
this data set since a majority of the bookmarks, 94% out of
data and predicted labels, which contains the number of true
around 14 million, are spam. Markines et al. overcame this
positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives.
issue by selecting randomly only a subset of users (around 250
From these values, classical measures such as a receiver
legitimate users and 250 spammers) to achieve a balance with
operating characteristic (ROC), the area under the ROC
respect to the number of users, since some features in their
curve (AUC), precision-recall (PR) curves, and F-measure can
approach for the user trust modeling rely on the statistics of
be derived.
the data set [18].
SpamFactor is a performance metric for a ranking problem
Other researchers have collected data about bookmarks by
[20]. It measures the impact of a spam object, either user or
crawling Delicious or BibSonomy during a limited period of
content, in a ranking list. Assuming the scenario in which the
time. For example, Krause et al. [19] collected around 20,000
trust model returns a ranked list of N contents, ci for i [ 3 1, N 4 ,
users and 1.2 million bookmarks from BibSonomy, which is big
enough to match real-world applications. The largest data set
for a query tag t, SpamFactor is defined as
for trust modeling in Delicious was collected by Liu et al. [4]
N
#1
and had around 82,000 users, 1.1 million tags, 9.3 million booka i51v 1 ci , t 2 i
marks, and 17.4 million tag-bookmark associations.
SpamFactor 1 N, t 2 5
,
N
1
To model trust in other types of tagging systems, where
a i51 i
spam is introduced through videos, tweets, or user profiles,
where
data are usually crawled from the corresponding social net1, if t is a bad tag for ci,
work, like YouTube, Twitter, or MySpace, respectively. For
v 1 ci , t 2 5 e
0, if t is a good tag for ci.
example, Lee et al. [28] collected around 215,000 users and 4
million tweets from Twitter. Since this raw data are missing
SpamFactor is normalized between zero and one. It takes into
ground truth for evaluation, they manually labeled a small
consideration both the number of spam objects and their posiportion of users distinguishing between legitimate users,
tion in the result list. The higher the position of a spam conspammers, and promoters and then evaluated their approach.
tent in the ranking list, the greater contribution of the content
The same approach for the evaluation of a trust model was folto SpamFactor is. A higher SpamFactor represents existence of
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more spam objects or higher
ranks of spam objects in the
result list.

the former to the latter. In tag
propagation, trust modeling is
especially crucial because propagating a wrong/spam tag can
easily damage the integrity and
reliability of the whole system. A
user trust modeling derived for
each user is introduced in the geotagging system of [24] by
making use of the feedback from other users who agree or disagree with a tag associated with an image, so that only reliable
geotags are propagated. It was shown that the proposed user
trust model can be generalized to photo sharing platforms,
such as Panoramio or Flickr. The performance of the proposed
geotag propagation system was evaluated on a set of 1,320
images depicting 66 famous landmarks that were obtained
from Google Images, Flickr, and Wikipedia. Due to the lack of
a suitable data set that provides user feedback from Panoramio
to compute trust scores for users, the evaluation of the user
trust model is based on the simulation of the social network
environment. In the simulated social network, 44 users were
asked to tag 66 photos from the data set, putting the name of
the landmark depicted in the image. The user trust model is
then created based on the correlation of these geotags with the
landmark in the image. It was shown that consideration of the
user trust model leads to an increased accuracy of the tag
propagation (from 46% without trust modeling to 65% with
trust modeling in terms of recognition rate [24]) and a
decrease of tagging efforts (more than 10,000 tags from

GEOTAGS CAN BE PROPAGATED
BASED ON THE SIMILARITY BETWEEN
IMAGE CONTENT (USUALLY FAMOUS
LANDMARKS) AND CONTEXT
(ASSOCIATED GEOTAGS).

ILLUSTRATIVE SYSTEM
In this section, an example system using trust modeling is
described to demonstrate how a social tagging system can
benefit from trust modeling. Particularly, the geotagging
scenario is considered, which is now a very popular application due to the fact that a large portion of Internet images in
social networks are related to travel. Travel is an important
type of event for which people like to share, annotate, and
search pictures. For the majority of travel images on the
Internet, however, proper geographical annotations are not
available. In most cases, the images are annotated by users
manually. To speed up this time-consuming manual tagging
process, geotags can be propagated based on the similarity
between image content (usually famous landmarks) and context (associated geotags).
Ivanov et al. [24] developed an efficient system for automatic geotag propagation in images by associating locations with
distinctive landmarks and using object duplicate detection.
The system overview is shown in Figure 4. The robust graphbased object duplicate detection approach reliably establishes
the correspondence between a small set of tagged images and a
large set of untagged images by searching for the same landmark depicted in different images, to propagate geotags from

Users, Tags

Tag
Propagation

Geotagged
Images

Object Duplicate
Detection

Matching Scores

Untagged Images

Geotags
Object Models

Trust Model
Scores
User Trust
Modeling

[FIG4] Overview of the system for geotag propagation in images. The object duplicate detection is trained with a small set of images
with associated geotags. The created object (landmark) models are matched against untagged images. The resulting matching scores
serve as an input to the tag propagation module, which propagates the corresponding tags to the untagged images. Given a user trust
model, only the tags from reliable users are propagated [24]. (Figure used with permission from [24].)
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trusted users can be automatically propagated, while keeping
accuracy higher than 46%).

CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we dealt with one
of the key issues in social tagging
systems: combatting noise and
spam. We classified existing studies in the literature into two categories, i.e., content and user
trust modeling. Representative
techniques in each category were
analyzed and compared. In addition, existing databases and evaluation protocols were reviewed. An example system was presented to demonstrate how trust modeling can be particularly
employed in a popular application of image sharing and geotagging. Finally, open issues and future research trends were prospected. As online social networks and content sharing services
evolve rapidly, we believe that the research on enhancing reliability and trustworthiness of such services will become increasingly important.

AS ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS
AND CONTENT SHARING SERVICES
EVOLVE RAPIDLY, WE BELIEVE THAT
THE RESEARCH ON ENHANCING
RELIABILITY AND TRUSTWORTHINESS
OF SUCH SERVICES WILL BECOME
INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT.

OPEN ISSUES AND
CHALLENGES
There have been a variety of
data sets from different social
networks and even different
data sets of one social network for evaluation of trust modeling approaches, as shown in the “Evaluation” section.
However, publication of such data sets is rarely found, which
makes it difficult to compare results and performance of different trust modeling approaches. Therefore, it would be
desirable to promote researchers to make their data sets publicly available to the research community, which can be used
for comparison and benchmarking of different approaches.
Furthermore, most of the data sets provide data for evaluating only one aspect of trust modeling, either user or content
trust modeling, while evaluation of the other aspect requires
introducing simulated objects in the real-world social tagging data sets (e.g., [20] and [29]). However, for the thorough evaluation of a trust model it is necessary that
real-world data sets have ground-truth data for both users
and content.
We already noted that a user’s trust tends to vary over time
according to the user’s experience and evolvement of social
networks. However, only a few approaches (e.g., [29] and [30])
deal with dynamics of trust by distinguishing between recent
and old tags. Future work considering dynamics of trust
would lead to better modeling of phenomenon in real-world
applications.
Most of the existing trust modeling approaches based on text
information assume monolingual environments. However,
many social network services are used by people from various
countries, so that various languages simultaneously appear in
tags and comments. In such cases, some text information may
be regarded as wrong due to the language difference. Therefore,
incorporating the multilingualism in trust modeling would be
useful to solve this problem.
Today, it is observed that interaction across social networks becomes popular. For example, users can use their
Facebook accounts to log in some other social network services. Thus, a future challenge in trust modeling is to investigate
how trust models across domains can be effectively connected
and shared.
As shown in the section “Trust Modeling,” most of the current techniques for noise and spam reduction focus only on
textual tag processing and user profile analysis, while audio
and visual content features of multimedia content can also
provide useful information about the relevance of the content
and cont ent-tag relationship (e.g., [22]). In the future, a
promising research direction would be to combine multimedia content analysis with conventional tag processing and
user profile analysis.
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